
HIRE TYF 



PRICING OPTIONS
& SPACES

PER HOUR RATES DAILY RATES 

Snug; located in the back of our cafe, this space can hold up to 10 people. The space is cozy and set up in a collaborative setting ideal
for book clubs, circles, shared working spaces, and holding presentations or talks.

Studio; located upstairs the studio provides an open light space, the studio can hold up to 50 people and is ideal for anyone who
wishes to use the space for classes, workshops, training, art galleries, talks, or events. 

Studio 2; located on our lower level our secondary studio offers you a quiet and secluded space that can hold up to 11 people with
mats and more people if hosting talks or meditation groups. This space is ideal for privates, events, workshops, talks, art galleries, or
smaller classes. This space is furnished with soft padded floors for ultimate comfort and relaxation.

Cafe; located at the entrance, the space is ambient, warm, and fosters a relaxing and comfortable setting, holding up to 40 people. This
space is ideal for birthdays, private dinners, workshops, and events. Creating space for people to connect, socialize, and have a good
time.

Snug                                                         20
Studio                                                       40
Studio 2                                                    30
Cafe                                                          40

Half Day (3 hr) Full Day (6 hrs)
More than 6 Hrs additional charges per hour

Snug                                                         50/90
Studio                                                       100/180
Studio 2                                                    70/100
Cafe                                                          100/180
Cafe + Studio                                           180/340

(HALF / FULL DAY)



TERMS&CONDITION

DEPOSITS / REFUNDS / CANCELLATIONS

SPACE CONDITIONS
Upon utilizing our hire space, it is imperative to adhere to the stipulated terms and conditions to ensure the continued cleanliness and
upkeep of the premises. We kindly request all users to return the space in the same condition as it was received. This includes but is
not limited to, tidying up after any activities, disposing of waste in the designated receptacles, and ensuring that all equipment and
furnishings are returned to their original positions. Any damages or excessive mess incurred during the usage of the space will be the
responsibility of the user, and appropriate charges may apply for necessary cleaning or repairs. We appreciate your cooperation in
maintaining a clean and inviting environment for all who utilize our facilities. Your commitment to these terms contributes to a positive
and respectful community experience for everyone involved.

For full or half-day hires of the cafe space, there is a 150-pound charge required for cleaning and damages. 

To secure the reservation of our space for your upcoming workshop, a deposit equivalent to 30% of the total rental fee is required at
the time of booking. The remaining balance must be settled in full no later than three weeks before the scheduled start date of the
workshop. In the event of cancellation, we adhere to a strict policy: the deposit is non-refundable if the cancellation occurs four weeks
or less before the scheduled event. We kindly request that any cancellations be communicated to us at least four weeks prior to the
scheduled event to allow for proper adjustment of reservations and allocation of the space to other potential users. Failure to provide
the requisite notice may result in the forfeiture of the deposit. We appreciate your understanding and cooperation in adhering to these
terms and conditions, which enable us to maintain a fair and efficient booking process for all our clients.



ADD ON SERVICES
AVAILABLE

UPON REQUEST
Enhance your workshop or hire experience by including any of our additional services that can be added upon
request. 

Below are the additional services that you can add when hiring for our space:
Catering services - here we can arrange for teas. drinks, and meals for your event. Food will require an
additional one week's notice to confirm chef availability for your hire. Details of the menu, drinks, and snack
selection can be discussed when hiring the space. 
Advertising - have your workshop or event advertised on our website and social media pages for wider reach
and exposure for your event (more details on next page)

Alternatively, you can bring your own catering, snacks, or drinks to your event and workshop when hiring the space.
Please ensure that any cutlery or glasses that belong to the studio that are used during your hire are then washed
and cleaned after use. 

Please also ensure that any food left overs are taken with you or put in a trash bag and taken with you upon leaving
the event space. 

PRICE
£20 Website



Our space is special, and we believe our community is too. Here at TYF there’s an abundance of space to hire out for your
event, workshop, retreat, class, private or personal gathering. You can choose from our open and bright studio to our warm
and cozy snug, TYF has the space for you. 

Elevate your events to new heights by choosing our studio as the premier venue for your gatherings. Our meticulously
designed space offers a unique blend of comfort, peace, and tranquility, providing the perfect backdrop for any occasion.
From corporate workshops to intimate celebrations, our versatile facilities can be customized to suit your event's specific
needs. Our dedicated team ensures seamless event planning and execution, ensuring that every detail is thoughtfully curated
to perfection. With a serene ambiance and a commitment to excellence, our studio provides the ideal setting for creating
memorable and impactful experiences. 

HOLD YOUR WORKSHOP
AT TYF

WHY TYF?



Emai l  or  contact  us v ia :

 01702 861882

OR

hel lo@yoga-factory .co.uk

https://www.yoga-factory.co.uk/

FOR BOOKING
OR INQUIRES

https://yoga-factory.co.uk/
https://yoga-factory.co.uk/

